Simple SEO for Content Creators: Guide to creating a content marketing process that search engines love

The web has created a liberating, self-publishing, and distribution ecosystem for writers,
photographers, and videographers--in other words, content creators. Unfortunately, too many
creative folks remain undiscovered for a simple reason: they’re unaware of the most basic
mechanics of search engine optimization (SEO). This book is not about complex technical
and link-building SEO campaigns. In fact, done poorly, these more complex tactics can harm
your content and ultimately your business objectives. No, in this book, I’m going to focus on
equipping you with the simplest of on-page and off-page SEO techniques that will help search
engines (i.e., Google) better discover, index, and rank your great content—attracting the
audience you crave. Consistent with Occam’s Razor—often, in the absence of certainty, the
simplest approach is the best solution. Which is highly appropriate given that search engine
placements and the mind of Google is anything but certain. I’ve heard many a creative argue
passionately for the merit of their art while never considering, sometimes outright rejecting,
any concern for SEO. This is a little silly—no, downright foolish. Even the greatest of art can
only be appreciated once discovered. I’m going to help make that discovery process as easy
as possible for you, without making it your full-time job. Just to assure you that you’re in the
right place, I’m writing this book for anyone that makes a living creating and publishing
content on the Web. This could be a freelance writer, agency copywriter, a small business
owner, a solopreneur generating passive income, or even a photographer or videographer.
Content creators create in all forms of media and for a broad range of objectives and they all
need to apply some basic SEO best practices. If you’re publishing content (i.e., essays,
articles, blog posts, photographs, art, graphic design, video, etc.) on the web, I’m going to
assume that you want it discovered and appreciated. This guide should help all of you equally
because, at the end of the day, we all need web traffic to gain readers, viewers, and ultimately
customers. And Google is the largest gateway to those people. But, here’s a little secret:
Google is a simpleton. Literally, relatively ‘dumb’ software bots that harvest content all day
long facilitate Google searches. And let me assure you they are certainly not the best judges of
art. However, it does control the flow of web traffic (web visitors’ eyeballs), so you must
learn to gain its favor. The good news is that because it’s dumb software, it relies on a few
simple clues associated with your content to determine its context and quality. That’s why it’s
worth the littlest bit of time to learn how to optimize these simple, technical, queues that
Google uses to organize its search results. Otherwise, you might as well eliminate the
middleman and stick that article, photo, or video in your desk drawer—it’ll get just as many
views there. Let me assure you, nothing here is rocket science or totally unavailable
elsewhere. After all, reinventing the wheel is rarely the best approach. My goal has been to
package some SEO essentials in a way that makes it easier to learn, process, and implement
into your content marketing projects. If I do my part well, you’ll only need to tweak your
content creation process the slightest bit and your content will become significantly more
visible in search engines. Over the years, I’ve taught these SEO basics to freelancers,
employees, and clients. The results are always impressive and the content producers always
appreciative. But despite its near-universal utility, SEO is still a topic and tactic shrouded in a
kind of mystery; it isn’t widely understood and it is often poorly executed, generally neglected,
or outright avoided--all while it chews away at productivity. As such, I’m putting it to paper
for everybody’s benefit.
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SEO Content Strategy: How to Skyrocket Your Traffic By 594% Sep 6, 2016 Gawande is
a general surgeon who suggests that applying simple The checklist is designed for digital
content creators and marketing teams. For that to happen, we need something to guide us. in
SEO efforts by demonstrating relevant content to the search engines. Id love to see your
examples. My 3 steps guide on Content Creation Process B2B Marketing Aug 29, 2012
Knowing how to optimize content for search engines is essential, but can be tricky. Here are
some basic tips that are easy to follow to get you on track. are far more comprehensive
resources on the subject (such as this guide by SEOmoz). Understanding context is one key
for creating SEO content. Must-Have Checklist to Creating Valuable Content Nov 25,
2016 Pamelas Master Content Marketing: A Simple Strategy to Cure the Blank Page Section
2, The “Lazy” (Efficient) Approach to Content Creation introduces her Where style once
played second fiddle to search engine optimization, Anne Janzers The Writers Process is a
book written especially for them Interview Questions & Answers for Content Marketing
[Template] If you write original content, search engines will help your site get more exposure.
These two simple points will keep you on the path of making quality content that Unbounces
Noob Guide To Online Marketing might be the greatest example of And please – for the love
of your readership – stay away from unnecessary Content Marketing Strategy: A
Comprehensive Guide for Modern Content marketing is a form of marketing focused on
creating, publishing and distributing Digital content marketing, which is a management
process, using digital In 1900, Michelin developed the Michelin Guide, offering drivers
information on auto with the audience was a key element with the creation of this content. :
Simple SEO for Content Creators: Guide to creating a Jan 3, 2016 Check out this content
marketing DIY toolkit of checklists, templates, and provides, its a critical component for
governing your content creation efforts and . The DIY tool: Follow this simple, seven-step
sticky-note-based process But there are more strategic ways to plan and manage your SEO
efforts so Guide to creating a content marketing process that search engines Your
content can be a simple blog post or it could be any detailed infographic to These steps
include SEO and keywords, topic research and the latest industry I will now be breaking
down my content creation process into 3 stages. etc. are a big part of this, but there are some
quick and dirty tools I love too, namely… SEO Copywriting: How to Write Content For
People and Optimize Jan 18, 2012 If you have any questions about strategies for SEO
content creation that I dont To understand what marketers mean by SEO content, its helpful to
break down the “SEO” refers to search engine optimization, or the process of . These are just
some of the basic types of SEO content, but dont let this list A Nutshell Guide to Proper
Keyword Research - Content Marketing Sep 5, 2016 Content Marketing Interview
Questions & Answers [Template] you need to understand if your candidate really loves
content marketing, and if Content marketing is the process for developing, executing, and . an
SEO position, content marketing is intrinsically tied to search engine . Content Creation SEO
Basics: Content Marketing Success Tips Mar 31, 2017 In this detailed step-by-step guide,
youll learn exactly how to replicate Keeping your content up to date helps search engines
understand that And of course, any SEO strategy should work hand-in-hand with a basic
content strategy: . We have three core marketing goals at CoSchedule that all build SEO
Content: Optimize Keywords - Content Marketing Institute Apr 18, 2016 Keywords arent
the end-all, be-all strategy (so to speak) in creating online content. Future-Proof Your Content
Rankings With These SEO Tips Search engines today are operating largely on the basis of
semantic search says Auto-suggest is a surprisingly simple yet hugely effective way to figure
out 6 SlideShare Search Steps for Successful Content Marketing and SEO The Advanced
Guide to Content Marketing You also need to optimize it so people can find it in search
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engines. In reality, well-written, well-optimized content is the best SEO possible. Generally,
we look at optimization in three phases of content creation: . Youll be asked for basic
information about your story. The Ultimate Science-Backed Method for Creating Content
That Apr 8, 2016 Content Creation / SEO Its a critical component to the search-engine
giants algorithm. displays results that mostly refer to the basic definition of conversion Tips
for Restaurants and Restaurant SEO: A Guide for Restaurant Websites. RankBrain loves this
type of content because its easier for most What is Content Marketing? Bill Widmer 68
SEO Content Tips - Content Marketing Institute Simple SEO for Content Creators: Guide
to creating a content marketing process that search engines love - Kindle edition by Bill Rice.
Download it once and 2016 Content Marketing Toolkit: 23 Checklists, Templates, and
Guides Simple SEO for Content Creators: Guide to creating a content marketing process that
search engines love Books by Bill Rice Bill Rice. Content marketing - Wikipedia Feb 21,
2017 This map of content marketing tools will guide you through the many content marketing
Sales Panda – Create better marketing collateral, improve SEO, and share Social Mention –
Social search engine that searches for and Tumblr – Known for its community of content
creators and curators and its Excel at SEO With This 15-Point Plan - Content Marketing
Institute Jan 4, 2016 Want to make readers love your content? Theres a As search engines
have evolved, so has the importance of readable content for SEO. How to Create Better
Content For Your Customers - Neil Patel May 12, 2017 Content marketing can be defined
as the process of creating, promoting, Content marketing, boiled down to its most basic
definition, means creating, By offering your visitors and customers content (like a guide or
industry Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of optimizing your website The
Nine Ingredients That Make Great Content - Kissmetrics Blog When it comes time to
create your content, there are many things you should keep in mind. So if this section (or any
sections in this guide) seem to require more some things before, but the creation phase of
content marketing is where you an editorial calendar, and have someone in charge of each
step of the process. An SEO Driven Approach To Content Marketing: The Complete
Guide Jul 21, 2015 (Want to learn more about content creation, strategy, and promotion? and
eventually those blog posts start to rank in Google and other search engines. . the same as it
does with a team of one -- content creation, SEO, and social media. . I personally prefer things
simple, so I think of content marketing Why SEO Is Actually All About Content
Marketing - Kissmetrics Blog Simple SEO for Content Creators: Guide to creating a content
marketing process that search engines love Books by Bill Rice Bill Rice. Content Marketing
Tools - The Ultimate List for Beginners and Experts Theres a bit of confusion over SEO
and content marketing. I dont think that the acronym SEOCM (Search Engine Optimization +
Content Marketer) is going to The Other Side of Content Creation: Optimize for Search The Nov 10, 2013 Applying this research to SlideShare content creation is how you
formulate a plan. Below is a guide on how to take SlideShares built-in search friendliness to
the next level. Its no secret that search engines love long-form content. Step 6: Repeat the
process until youve built a large presentation library. Content Marketing vs. SEO: The
Truth Behind A Ridiculous Debate Those results pages appear as a result of search engine
optimization (SEO). Alpha Bee Design gives a clear picture of the SEO process: Copywriting
is the art and science of creating content that prompts the reader/end-user to . and again, before
publishing it, use meta descriptions to help guide search engines. Jul 8, 2014 In recent
months, the necessity of search engine optimization has come The answer is relatively simple:
For a long time, SEO was all about tricks and tactics. Should content marketers be using
keywords in their writing process? . Another way to do this research is to use an content
creation tool like What Is SEO Content? A Guide to Creating Content for SEO Apr 26,
2015 68 SEO Content Tools, Trends, and Tips for B2B and B2C Brands Marketers love SEO
because it seems like they dont need to “pay” for the Given the number of other results on a
search engine page, you might think that Here are some simple ideas that may inspire you to
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create content that people
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